Suffolk 7, Lesley 2

**Singles competition**
1. Delaney Dunlap (SUF) def. Maddie Abbott (LES) 6-1, 6-1
2. Ilda Ascic (SUF) def. Theresa Pereira (LES) 6-1, 6-1
3. Elena Cisneros Garcia (SUF) def. Jessica Russo (LES) 6-2, 6-1
4. Kendall Smith (SUF) def. Sara Stanton (LES) 6-1, 6-2
5. Jordan Miller (SUF) def. Mary Pulling (LES) 6-4, 6-0
6. Sarah Tobin (LES) def. Emily Bean (SUF) 6-2, 4-6, 10-4

**Doubles competition**
1. Delaney Dunlap/Ilda Ascic (SUF) def. Theresa Pereira/Sara Stanton (LES) 8-4
2. Elena Cisneros Garcia/Kendall Smith (SUF) def. Maddie Abbott/Jessica Russo (LES) 8-6
3. Sarah Tobin/Mary Pulling (LES) def. Jordan Miller/Emily Bean (SUF) 8-5

Match Notes:
Lesley 3-7
Suffolk 3-6
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (2,5,4,3,1,6)
T-2:30  A-18